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Abstract
Approval Voting is known to possess many good properties when voters have dichotomous preferences.
But, when attention was restricted to the limiting case for large electorates with three candidates in an
early study, Approval Voting was found to have the same Condorcet Efficiency as both Plurality Rule and
Negative Plurality rule when no voter indifference is allowed in voters’ preferences with the assumption
of the Impartial Culture Condition. However, a later study by Diss et al (2010) shows that the
introduction of any degree of indifference in an Extended Impartial Culture Condition leads to a
dominance of Approval Voting over both Plurality Rule and Negative Plurality Rule on the basis of
Condorcet Efficiency. Scenarios were also found for which Approval Voting had greater Condorcet
Efficiency than Borda Rule. The assumptions of that study are analyzed here, and an arguably more
reasonable set of assumptions leads to the conclusion that Borda Rule will dominate Approval Voting on
the basis of Condorcet Efficiency for all degrees of voter indifference, except for the case of completely
dichotomous preferences. The same outcome is found to result in the current study for an extended
version of the Impartial Anonymous Culture Condition.

Keywords: Approval Voting, Condorcet Efficiency, Borda Rule, Plurality Rule, Dichotomous
Preferences
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The Condorcet Efficiency Advantage that Voter Indifference Gives to
Approval Voting Over Some Other Voting Rules

1. Introduction
Studies that pursue the development of formal representations for the probability that various election
outcomes might be observed can be traced back to the work of Condorcet (1785), and all such studies
must make some assumptions about the likelihood that each of n voters will have each of the possible
preference rankings on the available candidates. If we let    denote the outcome that a given voter
prefers Candidate A to B in a three-candidate election on , , , a voter with a complete preference
ranking on candidates would have one of the six possible preference rankings like     . It is
further assumed that    in this specific case, to prohibit intransitive, or cyclic, individual preferences
on candidates. The most elementary of the assumptions about voters’ preference rankings is formalized
in Guilbaud (1952) in a study that considered the probability that a Condorcet Winner (CW) would exist
in an election on three candidates when voters can only have complete preference rankings. Let AMB
denote the outcome that a majority of voters prefer Candidate A to Candidate B when the voters’
preferences are restricted to considering only the candidates in this pair. That is, where more voters have
   in their complete preference rankings than those who have   . Then, Candidate A is the CW
for the three candidates if both AMB and AMC. The CW is widely viewed as being the best candidate for
selection as the winner of an election, but Condorcet showed that such a candidate does not necessarily
exist, since there can be majority rule cycles on pairs like AMB, BMC and CMA. Guilbaud (1952)
considered the case of the Impartial Culture Condition (IC), which assumes that all voters independently
determine their preference rankings on m candidates, and that each of the m! possible complete preference
rankings on candidates is equally likely to represent the preferences of each voter. Let 
 denote
the limiting probability as   ∞ that a CW exists in a three candidate election with IC, and Guilbaud
(1952) showed that




  








    .91226.


(1)

This result will be obtained as a special case of a much more general model later in this study.
Many generalizations of IC have evolved over time to cover a much broader spectrum of the types of
preferences that voters might have on the candidates, and to allow for the derivation of probability
representations for other voting outcomes. Much of this further work has been focused on the Condorcet
Efficiency of voting rules, which measures the conditional probability that a voting rule will elect the
CW, given that such a candidate exists. The most general model of this type to date is the Extended
Impartial Culture Condition (EIC) from Diss et al (2010) that integrates the traditional notion of voter
preference rankings on three candidates with the concept of the number of candidates that voters consider
to be acceptable as a possible winner, following a concept that is presented in Brams and Sanver (2009).
The Diss et al (2010) study reached some unexpected conclusions regarding the Condorcet Efficiency of
some voting rules, and the purpose of this study is to evaluate the degree to which the assumptions that
are used in that study had an impact on the results that were obtained. We also extend the same type of
analysis to consider a different commonly used assumption, known as the Impartial Anonymous Culture
Condition (IAC), regarding the likelihood that various voters’ preferences will be observed.

2. The EIC Model
The EIC model starts with the six possible complete preference rankings on three candidates from IC and
further accounts for the possibility that voters might have dichotomous preferences, with complete
indifference between two of the candidates. The possibility that a voter might be completely indifferent
between all three candidates is also allowed. To describe the mechanism by which the acceptability of a
candidate is introduced into this model, suppose that a given voter has a complete preference ranking on
candidates with     . But, only Candidate A might be viewed as being acceptable, or tolerable, as
a winner for this voter, despite the fact that   ; or both Candidates A and B might be viewed as being
acceptable or tolerable as a winner, despite the fact that   . The notion of strength of preference
clearly plays some role in this model. There are five categories of voter preference types that follow from
using this model:
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Here, > denotes the number of voters with the given ith preference ranking on candidates for 1 ?  ? 19
in a specific election, and A* denotes that A is considered acceptable in a complete preference ranking for
Category 1 and 2 voters. Any specific voter preference profile which associates some preference ranking
with each of n voters in an election will have   ∑;
>A > . Let 4> denote the probability that a randomly
selected voter from the entire population of possible voters will have the associated ith preference ranking
on candidates for 1 ?  ? 19. We also let %BC denote the probability that a randomly selected voter will
have preferences in the jth category type for 1 ? D ? 5. The five-dimension vector FC is used to denote a
specified combination of %BC with ∑7BA %BC  1. There is an obvious connection between the definitions of
the 4> and %BC terms, such that for example %C  ∑
>A9 4> . The EIC model from Diss et al (2010) further

assumes equal probabilities for rankings within preference categories, such that 4> 
4B 
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for 1 ?  ? 6 and

for 16 ? 3 ? 18, with 4;  %7C .

We start our analysis by developing a representation for the limiting probability  RS  FTU as   ∞
that a randomly selected profile of n voters from the population of possible voters will have a CW with
the assumption of EIC for a specified FT, following Diss et al (2010). Voters are assumed to have
preferences that are obtained independently of other voters’ preferences, and we define two variables that
are used to determine if Candidate A is the CW, when pairs of candidates that are considered to be
indifferent in a voter’s preference ranking are ignored in the determination of the CW. Variable V V 
will be used to establish that AMB (AMC), with:
V  1: 4  4  4  49  4:  4<  4  48
X1: 4  47  48  4;  4  4  47  49
0: Otherwise
V  1: 4  4  4  49  4:  4;  4  48
X1: 4  47  48  4<  4  4  47  4:
0: Otherwise.
On a random draw of a voter’s preference with EIC, it is obvious from our definitions of the category
types that S V   S V   0, so that S VZ   S VZ   0 where VZ> denotes the average of V> . Then A
is the CW over n random draws in a profile if VZ [ 0 \ and VZ [ 0 \. The probability of
this outcome is obviously the same as the joint probability that VZ √ [ SRVZ √U and VZ √ [
SRVZ √U since S VZ   S VZ   0 . The Central Limit Theorem applies as   ∞, and the joint
probability for VZ √ and VZ √ has a bivariate normal distribution with a correlation that is identical to

the correlation between the original variables V and V. The limiting probability that VZ √ [ SRVZ √U
and VZ √ [ SRVZ √U is therefore the same as the joint probability that VZ √ ^ SRVZ √U and VZ √ ^

SRVZ √U, since the probability that any specific value of a variable, including zero, is observed in a
continuous distribution is of measure zero. The probability that A is the CW as   ∞ is therefore
defined by a bivariate-normal positive orthant probability, which is a function of the correlation between
these two variables.

To obtain the correlation between the two variables V and V with EIC:

SRV  U  4  4  4  4  47  48  49  4:  4;  4<  4  4  4  47  48  49
SRV  U 

GCH _GCJ _GCM _GCP


.

By symmetry, SRV  U  SRV  U, and the covariance between V and V is denoted +- V , V  with:
+- V, V   4  4 X 4 X 4  47  48  49  4: X 4; X 4<  4  4  47  48 
GCH _GCJ _GCM _GCP
.


The correlation between V and V is denoted +* V , V  and by definition:
+* V , V  

GCH _GCJ _GCM _GCP
.
GCH _GCJ _GCM _GCP

(2)

Sheppard’s Theorem of Median Dichotomy [Johnson and Kotz (1972), page 95] can be used to obtain the
associated limiting probability that Candidate A is the CW as the bivariate normal positive orthant
probability ` R+* V , V U from the correlation term from (2). Using the symmetry between candidates
with the EIC assumption, the same probability is obtained for the likelihood that either B or C is the CW,
and it then follows directly from Sheppard’s Theorem that the limiting probability  RS  FTU that
CW exists for three candidates with EIC is given by:
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This result is identical to that found in Diss et al (2010). For the case that %T  1, EIC reduces to the
basic assumption of IC, and Guilbaud’s result in (1) for 
 is obtained from (3).
3. Extended Scoring Rules
Diss et al (2010) continue with EIC to develop a limiting representation for the Condorcet Efficiency of
Extended Weighted Scoring Rules (EWSR’s) for three candidate elections with weights 1, a, 0.
Following the basic notion of a simple Weighted Scoring Rule (WSR), voters will award points to
candidates according to their preference rankings, and the candidate that receives the most total points
from voters is determined to be the winner. The % voters in preference Category 2 give one point to their
most preferred candidate, λ points to their second ranked candidate and zero points to the least preferred
candidate, just as in the case of a simple WSR. An EWSR then applies variations of these weights to the
other categories of voters’ preferences. In the case of dichotomous preferences, with partial indifference,
the two top tanked candidates for the % voters in Category 3 are given an average weight of

_c


and the

bottom ranked candidate retains the weight of 0. With a tie between the two less preferred candidates for
the % voters with Category 4 preferences, the top ranked candidate retains a weight of one and the two
c


remaining candidates each receive an average score of . Each candidate receives a score of
%7 voters in Category 5 with complete indifference between candidates.

_c


for the

In the special case that %T  0, the EIC model reduces to the Impartial Weak Order Condition (IWOC)
model in Gehrlein and Valognes (2001) if it is further assumed that %T  %T , and each voter is given the

same total number of points to award to candidates. At this point, Diss et al (2010) further this extension
of WSR’s from IWOC and consider what should be done with the % voters with Category 1 preferences.
These voters have a complete preference ranking on the three candidates, but only approve of their most
preferred candidate. Their argument is that since the second ranked candidate is not considered to be an
acceptable option for voters in Category 1, these voters should not give any points to that candidate. So,
these voters will therefore give zero points to their second ranked candidate, rather than the λ points that
were given to second ranked candidates for voters with Category 2 preferences. The basic logic of their
argument is completely understandable, but a further examination of this step uncovers some potentially
significant issues that arise from using it.
Suppose that we are considering one of the  Category 1 voters with the complete preference ranking
    . This voter actually does have a preference for   . If a voter of this type really has an
actual indifference between B and C, they would instead have been identified as a Category 4 voter with
dichotomous preferences. The existence of an actual voter preference for    is further reinforced in
Diss et al (2010), because they use the preferences on these two less preferred candidates to determine the
CW. This follows from the fact that they use all six > terms with 1 ?  ? 6 for Category 1 voters in the
definitions of their variables V and V to determine the CW (page 278 of Appendix C in their paper).
The voter’s preference    is therefore considered strong enough to warrant using it in the
determination of the CW. And yet, this voter is assumed to choose the option of not giving more weight
to B than C, even if it is quite possible that this voter’s most preferred Candidate A might not win the
election. While these Category 1 voters might not want to award as many points to their middle-ranked
candidate as their counterparts in Category 2 voters, it seems quite plausible that some points would be
given to B, since    and A might not win. We therefore start an analysis to determine the weight that
should be given to Category 1 voters’ middle ranked candidates.
4. Condorcet Efficiency of EWSR’s
Our first step is to replicate the Diss et al (2010) study of the Condorcet Efficiency of EWSR’s with the
exception of the fact that Category 1 voters will instead award weights according to the schedule 1, d, 0.
The resulting voting rule is denoted as e&5) d, a. It would make no sense for Category 1 voters to award
more points to middle-ranked candidates than Category 2 voters award to their middle-ranked candidates,
given the definitions of these voter types. It is therefore assumed that d ? a, and the Diss et al (2010)
version of this model corresponds to e&5) 0, a.
Two new variables are defined in terms of e&5) d, a, with V and V being used to indicate the
advantage that Candidate A gains over B and C respectively in each voters’ preference ranking when
e&5) d, a is employed.
V  1 X d: 4
1: 4
d X 1: 4
d: 4
X1: 47
Xd: 48

V 

1: 4
1 X d: 4
d: 4
d X 1: 4
Xd: 47
X1: 48

1 X a: 49
1: 4:
a X 1: 4;
a: 4<
X1: 4
Xa: 4

1: 49
1 X a: 4:
a: 4;
a X 1: 4<
Xa: 4
X1: 4
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: 4
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X  : 47
c
: 48

c
:
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: 4
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X  : 47
c
: 48

c
:


49

0: Otherwise

4:

0: Otherwise

Candidate A will be both the CW and the e&5) d, a winner if VZ> [ 0 for 1 ?  ? 4 , and with the
assumptions of EIC, S V   S V   0. The logic of the development of the representation for

∞, S  above is applied here to the case of four variables and the limiting probability as   ∞
that Candidate A will be both the CW and the e&5) d, a winner is the joint probability that VZ> √ ^
SRVZ> √U for 1 ?  ? 4. This joint distribution is four-variate normal with correlation terms identical to
the correlations between the original variables.
To obtain these correlation terms involving V and V:
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By symmetry, +- V , V   +- V , V  and +- V , V   +- V , V .

+- V , V   1 X d4  1 X d4  d X 1d4  d d X 14  d47  d48  1 X a49 
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Correlation Matrix R for variables V , V , V , V with EIC is then given by:
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RS  FTU, of e&5) d, a with EIC is obtained from
| h
.
FCU
~

P
RS  FTU  } R

(6)

Here, ` h is the positive-orthant probability for the four-variate normal distribution with correlation

RS  FTU
matrix R. It is interesting to note a symmetry here, since l in (5) and therefore S
does not change under the transition a  1 X a if we simultaneously make the interchange %T  %T . We
also introduce the notation %T>B  %T>  %TB .
xyz{ s,c

For the special case d  0, l reduces to l< with:
l< 
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This representation in (7) corresponds to the same R that is obtained in Diss et al (2010) in their study (on
their page 261 with the representation on their page 280).
For the special case d  a let %T  %T so that %T 

GCMP
,


ρ reduces to lsAc with:

lsAc 

GCHJ _GCMP

 GCHJ _GCMP  :GCHJ c_cJ _GCMP 7c_cJ  

(8)

This corresponds to the same R as obtained in Gehrlein and Valognes (2001) with IWOC.
Diss et al (2010) were particularly concerned with the relative performance of extensions of some
commonly studied WSR’s compared to Approval Voting (AV). With AV, each voter casts a ballot for
each candidate that they view as being acceptable. Then, voters would vote for one candidate if their
preferences were in Categories 1 or 4, they would vote for two candidates if their preferences were in
Categories 2 or 3, and they would vote for all three candidates if their preferences were in Category 5. It
should be noted that, with regard to Condorcet Efficiency calculations, voting for all candidates is
equivalent to not participating in the election.
5. Condorcet Efficiency of Approval Voting
A limiting representation for the Condorcet Efficiency of AV, S



RS  FTU, is obtained in the same

fashion that was used above for S
RS  FTU, with a modification to the definitions for variables
V and V to VT and VT respectively, with:
xyz{ s,c

VT  1: 4  4  4:  4<  4  48
X1: 4  47  4  4  47  49
0: Otherwise

VT  1: 4  4  49  4;  4  48
X1: 4  48  4  4  47  4:
0: Otherwise
The associated correlation matrix h has the same form as R in (4), with l
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Computed values of S  RS  FTU are obtained from (9) and (10) for each value of %T7  0 . 21, with
each value of %T  %T  %T  0 . 1 1 X %T7  by using a procedure that is developed in Gehrlein
(1979), and the results are listed in Table 1. The numerical results in Table 1 for S  RS  FTU with
%T7  0 are identical to those obtained in Diss et al (2010) in their Table 11.6.

Whenever %T  0, voters’ preferences are either dichotomous or they represent complete indifference
between candidates. This case leads to a scenario in which a CW must exist and AV must select it as the
winner, except for the specific case with %T7  1, when all voters are completely indifferent and all voting
rules, including AV, will effectively become a random chooser of a winner. The results of Table 1 clearly
show that S  RS  FTU decreases for any fixed %T as %T7 increases, which corresponds to a decrease

in %T. And, for any fixed %T7 we observe that S



RS  FTU decreases as %T increases, which also

corresponds to a decrease in %T. So, if either %T or %T7 is fixed, then S
as the proportion of voters with dichotomous preferences increases.
Table 1. Computed values of S
%T
.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1

%T7  0
1
.9044
.8708
.8471
.8283
.8125
.7989
.7869
.7761
.7662
.7572

%T7  .2
1
.8945
.8581
.8326
.8125
.7958
.7813
.7686
.7572



S  RS
%T7  .4
1
.8805
.8404
.8125
.7907
.7727
.7572



RS  FTU will increase

RS  FTU.
 FTU
%T7  .6
1
.8581
.8125
.7813
.7572

%T7  .8
1
.8125
.7572

%T7  1
.3333

When we assume that no voters have dichotomous preferences, with %T  %T  0, l





in (9) for the

Condorcet Efficiency of AV reduces to  for all values of %T  %T [ 0, which corresponds with a
limiting IC representation, S
(1998).



 , for the Condorcet Efficiency of AV from Gehrlein and Lepelley

Another observation regarding S
RS  FTU follows from assuming that no voters have
dichotomous preferences with %T  %T  0 and that d  a  0 with %T  %T [ 0. In this case, all
voters who have an impact on the outcome of the election, by not having complete indifference, will vote
only for their most preferred candidate. This corresponds to the commonly used Plurality Rule (PR) and l
xyz{ s,c



above in (5) for e&5) 0,0 reduces to  , just as l





did for AV in (9), leading to the conclusion from

Gehrlein and Lepelley (1998) that S
  S}x . Thus, there is nothing to be gained on the
basis of Condorcet Efficiency from using AV instead of PR for a three candidate election with IC.

Diss et al (2010) then point out the well-known result that AV must elect the CW when all voters have
dichotomous preferences, so the obvious question concerns how the Condorcet Efficiency of Extended
Plurality Rule (EPR) behaves as the proportion of voters with dichotomous preferences increases. When
the EIC extension of WSR’s that is described above is applied to PR, the ρ in (5) for the limiting
Condorcet Efficiency for e&5) 0,0 reduces to l}x , with
l}x 

GCHJ _GCMP _GCP

 GCHJ _GCMP 

An interesting observation then follows directly.

.
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Theorem 1. S  RS  FTU ^ S }x RS  FTU, and S
cases:
Case 1. %T7  1.
Case 2. %T7  1 and %T  0.
Case 3. %T7  1 and %T  %T  0



RS  FTU  S }x RS  FTU in three

Proof: Using a result from Slepian (1962) with the fact that the correlation matrices that correspond to
the Condorcet Efficiencies for AV and PR have the same form, S  RS  FTU ^ S }x RS  FC U
whenever l  ^ l}x . Since both l  ^ 0 and l}x ^ 0, this will be true when l   ^ l}x  and
it follows from (9) and (11) that:
l

 

X l}x  

 GCMP GCP  GCHJ _GCP 

GCHJ _GCMP  GCHJ _GCMP _GCP 

.

The value of l   X l}x  must therefore be nonnegative, and the three cases listed above identify
the three different scenarios that make it equal to zero.
QED
The introduction of any degree of dichotomous preferences into voter’s preference rankings will therefore
give an advantage to AV over EPR for the case of three candidates, as pointed out in Diss et al (2010).
So, AV looks much better relative to EPR with this addition of this factor allowing for indifference in
voters’ preferences than was suggested in the results that are given in Gehrlein and Lepelley (1998) that
compared AV to PR with IC.
Diss et al (2010) then go on to make a comparison between the Condorcet Efficiency of AV and an



Extended form of Borda Rule (BR), which is a specific WSR that uses a  , and BR has been shown to

have many interesting properties. They perform an evaluation with their extension of BR to EIC by

RS  FTU and they find that S
RS  FTU [ S  RS  FTU over
considering S
most possible k’, but they also discover that there are regions of possible k’ for which the reverse is true.
So, we are left to ask if this result only follows as a consequence of their interpretation of how BR should
be extended to EIC. Should we be using d  0?
xyz{ <,/

xyz{ <,/

Results from Slepian (1962) show that ` h, and therefore S xyz{

s,c

RS  FTU, will not decrease as l

increases. Therefore, S
RS  FTU is maximized by the ε that maximizes l from (5) in R.
Obviously, that is the value of ε that minimizes 1 X d  d    1 X d 1 X d. This function is
xyz{ s,c

symmetric about d 
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and it decreases monotonically as ε increases on the interval 0 ? d ? . So, the
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for a ? 1/2.
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However, following earlier discussion,

When a [ 1/2, the true maximization of

While the objective in Diss et al (2010) was to compare voting rules on the basis of their Condorcet
Efficiency, this result clearly shows that the use of d  0 in the EIC model is actually minimizing the
value of S

xyz{ s,c

RS  FTU for any given value of a [ 0, which might explain the results that they

observed regarding the relative Condorcet Efficiencies of AV and BR that EIC showed. We note that
EPR used d  a  0 in our earlier discussion, so this observation does not affect the Theorem 1 results.

For the sake of simplicity in our representations, we proceed to analyze e&5) a, a for all 0 ? a ? 1, and


remember that e&5)  , a would have greater Condorcet Efficiency than e&5) a, a for a [ 1/2. With


d  a, l from (5) can be rewritten as ρ* with a corresponding correlation matrix R*:
lg 
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J
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J

.
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Two observations can be made at this point. The first observation involves the use of Negative Plurality
Rule (NPR) which is a WSR that uses a  1, so that each voters casts a ballot for both of their two more
preferred candidates in a three-candidate election. This is equivalent to having each voter cast a vote
against their least preferred candidate, with the winner being the candidate who receives the fewest
negative votes. A similar observation can be made for Extended NPR (ENPR) with e&5) 1,1 as we saw
above for EPR with e&5) 0,0, and:
Corollary 1.
three cases:
Case 1.
Case 2.
Case 3.

S



RS  FTU ^ S }x RS  FTU, and S

%T7  1.
%T7  1 and %T  0.
%T7  1 and %T  %T  0.



RS  FTU  S }x RS  FTU in

Proof: This follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that the Condorcet Efficiency of EWSR’s remains
unchanged if a  1 X a with the simultaneous interchange %T  %T in (12).
QED
If we assume that no voters have dichotomous preferences with %T  %T  0 and %T  %T [ 0, lg in




(12) for e&5) 1,1 reduces to  , just as l



did for AV in (9), leading to the conclusion from Gehrlein

and Lepelley (1998) that S
  S }x . So, there is nothing to be gained on the basis of
Condorcet Efficiency from using AV instead of either PR or NPR for a three candidate election with IC
and S    S }x   S }x . The introduction of a degree of voter indifference between
candidates clearly gives an advantage to AV in comparison to both PR and NPR.
The use of EIC also suggests that the Condorcet Efficiencies of PR and NPR are not identical, as the early
results from IC suggest, as seen in the following Theorem 2.
Theorem 2.

S }x RS  FTU [ S }x RS  FTU, if %T [ %T

S }x RS  FTU [ S }x RS  FTU, if %T [ %T .
S }x RS  FTU  S }x RS  FTU, if %T  %T.

Proof: Using the result from Slepian (1962) with the fact that the correlation matrices for the Condorcet
Efficiencies of PER and NPER have the same form, S }x RS  FTU [ S }x RS  FC U if and only

if l}x [ l}x . Since both l}x ^ 0 and l}x ^ 0 from (11) and (12), this result will be obtained
when l}x  ^ l}x  and it follows from (11) and (12) that:
l}x  X l}x  

 GCP GCM RGCHJ J _GCM GCP _GCHJ GCMP U
.
GCHJ _GCMP  GCHJ _GCMP _GCM  GCHJ _GCMP _GCP 

The value of l}x  X l}x  must therefore be positive whenever %T [ %T, and the remaining
observations follow in the same fashion.
QED
So, EPR and ENPR do not always have the same values of Condorcet Efficiency with EIC, like they did
with IC. But, both are still dominated by AV with EIC.
The obvious question at this point is: “What value of a will maximize S
g ,

xyz{ c,c

RS  FTU?” The result

RS  FTU, is
from Slepian (1962) can be used again to show that ` h and therefore S
g
maximized by finding the a that maximizes l in (12). To facilitate this process, we begin with some

substitution of variables. In particular, let %T 

GCMP


X  and %T 

GCMP


xyz{ c,c

  with X

GCMP


??

GCMP
.


Any

combination of %T and %T can then be obtained by an appropriate selection of %T and z. After
substitution into (12) and algebraic reduction
lg 

GCHJ _GCMP _ c

 GCHJ _GCMP  GCHJ _GCMP  c_cJ _GCMP _8 c

.

(13)

It is of course still true that lg in (13) does not change under the transition a  1 X a if we
simultaneously make the interchange %T  %T by using the transition   X while %T remains
unchanged.
To find the a that maximizes lg , we obtain the derivative
mg
c



c8GCHJ J _8GCHJ GCMP _GCMP J  J 

GCHJ _GCMP  :GCHJ _GCMP  c_cJ _GCMP _8 cM

.

(14)



It is easily shown the value of 3%T X 12  in the numerator in (14) and the values of both 1 X a 
GC
a  and 3%T  6 1 X 2a in the denominator must all be nonnegative if 0 ? a ? 1 and X MP ?  ?
GCMP
.


The sign of

mg
c

is therefore completely determined by the sign of



1 X 2a since %T ^ 0 and

%T ^ 0. The special case with %T  0 and %T  0 is the case of all voters being completely
indifferent between all candidates, as discussed earlier.


The obvious implication of this observation is that lg increases over the interval 0 ? a  , since 1 X 2a

is positive in this range, and it decreases over the interval




 a ? 1. S

xyz{ c,c



RS  FTU is therefore

maximized by using the EIC extension of BR (EBR) for voters with preferences in both Categories 1 and



2. When we use a  , lg from (14) reduces to

 GCHJ _GCMP 
.
GCHJ _GCMP 

lx  

(15)

It is interesting to note that lg is not a function of z with EBR.
Theorem 3.
%T  0.

S x RS  FTU ^ S



RS  FTU, and

S



RS  FTU  S x RS  FTU if

Proof: Using the result from Slepian (1962) with the fact that the correlation matrices that correspond to
the Condorcet Efficiencies for AV and EBR have the same form, S x RS  FTU ^ S  RS  FC U
whenever lx ^ l  . Since both l  ^ 0 and lx ^ 0, this will be true when lx  ^ l   and
it follows from (9) and (15) that:
lx  X l

 



RG I HJ _G I MP U
 GCHJ _GCMP 
X
 GCHJ _GCMP 
G I HJ _G I MP

The statement of the theorem follows directly from this result.





G I HJ

GI

I
HJ _G MP 

.
QED

So, EBR dominates AV whenever % C [ 0 and the Condorcet Efficiency values of these two rules are
identical when % C  0. Computed values of S x RS  FTU are obtained from the procedure that is
developed in Gehrlein (1979) and they are listed in Table 2 below. The case with % C  1 is equivalent
to IC with a Condorcet Efficiency value for EBR that matches an earlier IC based result from Gehrlein
and Fishburn (1978).
Table 2. Computed values of S x RS  FTU.
%T
.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1

%T7  0
1
.9499
.9354
.9263
.9199
.9150
.9111
.9079
.9053
.9031
.9012

%T7  .2
1
.9454
.9304
.9213
.9150
.9103
.9066
.9036
.9012

S x RS  FTU
%T7  .4
%T7  .6
1
1
.9393
.9304
.9239
.9150
.9150
.9066
.9089
.9012
.9045
.9012

%T7  .8
1
.9150
.9012

%T7  1
.3333

The conclusion that AV has greater Condorcet Efficiency than EBR for some regions of k’ in Diss et al
(2010) is therefore completely dependent on their assumption that d  0, which actually minimizes

S
RS  FTU for any given λ. If the d is used to maximize the Condorcet Efficiency of
e&5) d, a, EBR dominates AV. However, their primary observation that the introduction of any level of
dichotomous preferences to voter profiles leads to a domination of AV over both EPR and NPR is
completely correct. This observation therefore significantly improves the status of AV compared to PR
and NPR on the basis of Condorcet Efficiency from the IC based results in Gehrlein and Lepelley (1998).
Our next step is to determine the impact that the introduction of a degree of dependence among voters’
preferences will have on these results. This is done by considering an extension of the IAC model that
was mentioned above.
xyz{ s,c

6. Preliminary Extensions of IAC
The basic IAC model begins just like IC and it assumes that each voter has one of the six possible
complete preference rankings on candidates. That is, each voter has one of the preference rankings like
those for Category 1 voters, where we temporarily ignore the fact that only one candidate is considered
acceptable to these voters. No other preference rankings are allowed with IAC, so   ∑8>A > and we let
n denote a six-dimension vector that represents any such combination of > ’s. These n terms are defined
as voting situations, to describe an election outcome in which the specific preferences of individual voters
are not identified, to make the voters anonymous in terms of their preferences on candidates. Voters are
not anonymous in the voter profiles with IC, and there is another important distinction between IC and
IAC. IAC assumes that all possible voting situations with   ∑8>A > for a specified n are equally likely
to be observed, and it is well known that this implicitly assumes that there is some degree of dependence
among the voters’ preferences, unlike the independence of IC. The introduction of some degree of
dependence with IAC has been seen to make significant differences in the probability that some election
outcomes are observed, relative to IC. We are not aware of any previous work that has been done to
evaluate the Condorcet Efficiency of AV under the assumption of IAC or any of its extensions, and we
pursue that analysis here, as suggested in Diss et al (2010).
The first issue is to consider how the basic IAC assumption can be modified to allow for the consideration
of voting outcomes with AV, and there are several alternatives that are available. We begin by mirroring
the analysis of the Condorcet Efficiency of AV that was performed in Gehrlein and Lepelley (1998). That
study used the basic IC model with the assumption that each voter will independently vote for two
candidates with AV with probability p in a three-candidate election and found that S }x  
S }x   S   for all p. It is stressed again that this result is only valid for three-candidate
elections.
Let  ° denote the most elementary adaptation on this model to the IAC format, by restricting the
possible EIC voter preference rankings that are shown above to require complete preferences with
%  %  %7  0. Then %  %  , and all possible voting situations with ∑
>A >   are equally
likely to be observed.
Candidate A is the CW in a voting situation whenever:
      9  :  < [




\ and       9  :  ; [




\.

A representation for the total number of possible voting situations for which Candidate A is the CW with
 ° can be obtained as a quasi-polynomial as a function of n of degree 11 (see e.g. Wilson and Pritchard
2006). Such a representation can be computed by using any of several algorithms; one of the most
efficient is due to Barvinok (1993) and is implemented in the software LattE1 by De Loera et al (2004).
We use this procedure to obtain the coefficient of the  component of this representation as
9;

<:9<<:<<

.

Candidate A is the AV winner in a voting situation whenever:
1

LattE homepage http://www.ucdavis.edu/”latte

    :  < [   7      and
    9  ; [   8     .

The number of voting situations for which Candidate A is both the CW and the AV winner with  ° is
also a quasi-polynomial as a function of n of degree 11, and the coefficient of the  component is equal
to
<;

7::7;988<:<<

.

There are the same number of voting situations in which Candidates B and C will be the CW and in which
Candidates B and C will be both the CW and the AV winner. The limiting Condorcet
Efficiency, S  R  ° U, of AV will only rely on the quasi-polynomial term of degree 11 when   ∞,
so it is thus equal to:
S



R  U 
°

MPP
H

HJH



<;
77<

 0.75617.

(16)

In this  ° framework, Candidate A is the PR winner in a voting situation whenever:

    9  : [   7  ;    and
    9  : [   8  <   .
And, following the discussion above we obtain

S }x R  ° U 

;9
≈
77;79

Candidate A is the NPR winner for the  ° scenario whenever:

0.84848.

(17)

7  8          :  <   and
7  8          9  ;

 .

The limiting representation for the Condorcet Efficiency is found to be
S }x R  ° U 

;<
≈
;;<;8

0.66390.

(18)

The results of (16), (17) and (18) indicate that PR dominates AV under the  ° model, and that AV in
turn dominates NPR. However, it has been noted that  ° is the most basic possible extension of IAC to
consider the Condorcet Efficiency of AV.
We further extend the basic definition of  ° to develop an assumption that is more in alignment with
the notions used in Gehrlein and Lepelley (1998), by identifying the number of voters, q, in an  °
voting situation that will vote for two candidates with AV, with ¡  ∑
 g ¡ assumes
>A9 > . Then,
that all voting situations for n voters with a specified value of parameter q are equally likely to be
observed. Since Barvinok’s algorithm enables the development of quasi-polynomials as a function of

more than one parameter (see Lepelley et al 2008), it is then theoretically possible to obtain a
representation for the Condorcet Efficiency of AV as a function of n and q, but this representation would
be extremely cumbersome. As a result, we only consider the limiting case as   ∞, and use the
£

parameter ¢   to measure the proportion of voters in a voting situation who will choose to vote for two

candidates with AV. The same program that is discussed above is used to obtain the limiting Condorcet
Efficiency of AV with  g ¢:
S



R  g ¢U 
=
=

We note that S

<7<¤ 8<<¤P _87<¤M 98<¤J _9:7¤9;9
7 ¤ 9¤P _8<¤M 8¤J _7¤8

, for 0 ? ¢ ? 1/2

H
 _:<::;<¤ 888<¤ _97<<:<¤
¥:9<:¤ ;:<¤
¦
:<9::¤ _9:<¤P 9<;<78<¤M _<<8<<¤J _9;9<¤8;;
,
78< ¤ ¤ _8¤P 9¤M _;¤J <¤_

;:¤ _8<¤P 7¤M _;97¤J <¤_9
7 ¤ _8¤P 9¤M _;¤J <¤_



R  g 0U  S }x  

;
7

for 3/4 ? ¢ ? 1.

and S

accordance with limiting results from Gehrlein (1982).
Calculated values of S



We observe that S

S



for 1/2 ? ¢ ? 3/4

R  g 1U  S }x  

9
9

in

R  g ¢U from (19) are listed in Table 3 for each ¢  0 . 11.

Table 3. Computed values of S
¢
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5



(19)



R  g ¢U.

¢
0.6
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.9
1

R

 g ¢U
0.8815
0.8789
0.8689
0.8474
0.8101
0.7568



r  g w is very close to the value of S

S



R

 g ¢U
0.7024
0.6638
0.6511
0.6420
0.6322
0.6296

R  ° U in (16) that was obtained in

our first approach to extending IAC. As a result of the values in Table 3, we see that S

bounded between an upper limit of

S





R  g ¢U is

R  g 0U  S }x  and a lower limit of

S  R  g 1U  S }x . Moreover, S  R  g ¢U decreases monotonically as ¢ increases,
so increasing the proportion of voters who choose to vote for two candidates with AV results in a
decreased value of Condorcet Efficiency for AV.
7. An Extended IAC Model with Indifference Allowed

The analysis that was performed with IC suggested that when voters actually have complete preference
rankings on candidates, nothing will be gained by making any distinction between those voters who
approve of one or two candidates. As a result, we drop that distinction in our Extended IAC model. We
also drop the consideration of voters who are indifferent between all candidates, since they have no
impact on the determination of the Condorcet Winner or the winner of the election with the extended
voting rules that are being considered. However, voters who do have indifference between two candidates

are admitted in this Extended IAC (EIAC) model, with no distinction being made between the voters with
dichotomous preferences in Categories 3 and 4 above, making it similar to IWOC. This is done to avoid
obtaining representations that become too complex to be useful.
There are twelve resulting possible preference rankings on candidates that voters might have with EIAC:
.  &'()* +, -+.)*/ 0.1 2 3+'45).) *2%6 ,+* 4*),)*)3)
A
B
C
'

A
C
B
'

B
A
C
'

B
C
A
'

C
A
B
'7

C
B
A
'8

.  '  '  '  '  '7  '8

.  &'()* +, -+.)*/ 0.1 =31+.+'+&/ 4*),)*)3)/
,  , 
C
B
'9
':

, 
A
B
A
,  , 
';
'<
'

C
, 
'

.  '9  ':  ';  '<  '  '

Here, '> terms replace the > terms in the reduced set of possible voter preference rankings that were
identified for the analysis of EIC, and .  .  . With the assumption of S  . , all voting
situations with n voters that have a specified value of parameter . are considered equally likely to be
observed. It is emphasized here that it does not then follow that all values of . are equally likely to be
observed for a given value of n.
In this EIAC framework, Candidate A is the CW in a voting situation whenever:

'  ' X ' X '  '7 X '8  ': X ';  '< X ' [ 0 (AMB) and
'  '  ' X ' X '7 X '8  '9 X ';  '< X ' [ 0 (AMC).
Candidate A is the AV winner whenever:

'  ' X ' X '  ': X ';  '< X ' [ 0 (AAB) and
'  ' X '7 X '8  '9 X ';  '< X ' [ 0 (AAC).
Candidate A is the EPR winner whenever:

2'  2' X 2' X 2'  ': X ';  2'< X 2' [ 0 (APB) and
2'  2' X 2'7 X 2'8  '9 X ';  2'< X 2' [ 0 (APC).
Candidate A is the EBR winner whenever:

2'  4' X 2' X 4'  2'7 X 2'8  3': X 3';  3'< X 3' [ 0 (ABB) and
4'  2'  2' X 2' X 2'7 X 4'8  3'9 X 3';  3'< X 3' [ 0 (ABC).

We do not consider a representation for the case of ENPR here, since it has consistently been found to be
such a very ineffective voting rule with regard to Condorcet Efficiency with IAC-based representations,
and the representations that follow become quite complex and are quite cumbersome to obtain with EIAC.
Limiting representations are obtained as   ∞ for the Condorcet Efficiency of AV, EPR and EBR as
§
functions of the proportion ¢  J of voters that have indifference in their preference rankings, and hence

dichotomous preferences.
Continuing as in the immediately preceding section, we obtain the following representations for
S  RS  ¢U, with:
S



RS  ¢U =
=

=

=

=

 ;<7;¤ 78:<¤P _787:<¤M 7:<¤J _8878<¤7
7 <9¤ 98;<¤P _88<¤M 8::<¤J _:<¤8::

89:8¤H :9:;8<¤ _978<9:<¤ ;:<¤ _<<::<¤
¥
¦
7;:79:¤ _:9<:<<¤P 9<<¤M _8<7::<¤J 7:<¤_;98
,


P
M
J
7¤ <9¤ 98;<¤ _88<¤ 8::<¤ _:<¤8::
H
 _77;:<¤ 7<<:8<¤ _:;;<¤
¥7<8;:¤ ;<78<¤
¦
<:8;::¤ _::<98<¤P <<;<¤M _9:978<¤J 98<¤_;98
,
H 799:<¤ _9;7<<¤ <9<9<<¤ _<:<8<¤
:;<79¤
©
9¨
;<9¤ _87:::<¤P ;;8<<¤M _:::<<¤J 7:<¤_

 ¤ 989¤ _;:7¤P 9;9<¤M _<¤J 997¤_
,
H 87<¤ _::<::<¤ 899<¤ _8<878<¤
:<8¤
©
¨
7;8¤ _;7<¤P <<<<¤M _98<¤J 7:<<¤_97;

989¤ _;:7¤P 9;9<¤M _<¤J 997¤_
8 79¤ :7¤P _99<¤M 7<¤J _;:7¤;

for 0 ? ¢ ? 1/3

(20)

for 1/3 ? ¢ ? 1/2
for 1/2 ? ¢ ? 2/3
for 2/3 ? ¢ ? 3/4

, for 3/4 ? ¢ ? 1.

The limiting Condorcet Efficiency representation S }x RS  ¢U of EPR obtained as:
S }x RS  ¢U =
=

=

=

=

 <<;¤ <;:997¤P _;<<¤M 9:::<¤J _;;7<¤;;<
7 <9¤ 98;<¤P _88<¤M 8::<¤J _:<¤8::

H
 _:799<9<¤ 7:<<<¤ _:89<¤
¦
¥7<<::<¤ 79;7¤
<::<88¤ _<7<¤P 87::<¤M _9;:9<¤J 7:<<¤_:;:
,
<;7¤ <9¤ 98;<¤P _88<¤M 8::<¤J _:<¤8::

7765168032¢10 X49109507820¢9 137867605200¢8 X226613790720¢7 242043863040¢6
¦
X175872731328¢5 88076555280¢4 X29955394080¢3 6601325040¢2 X852079995¢48972725
,
10
9
8
7
6
890357¢ X5277480¢ 13729500¢ X20707200¢ 20180160¢
4374¨
©
X13390272¢5 6158880¢4 X1929600¢3 388800¢2 X45480¢2343

¥

, for 0 ? ¢ ? 1/3 (21)

for 1/3 ? ¢ ? 1/2
for 1/2 ? ¢ ? 2/3

887;;;8<:8¤ H _79:8:78<¤ ;87879<<:<¤ _9797:7<¤ 7;98;88<¤
¥
¦
_9;7;<;7:79¤ <9:;;;:<<¤P _7;<7<¤M 8988:<¤J _<<89;7777¤;<:::;
,
H 87<¤ _::<::<¤ 899<¤ _8<878<¤
:<8¤
7897<¨
©
7;8¤ _;7<¤P <<<<¤M _98<¤J 7:<¤_97;

¥

for 2/3 ? ¢ ? 3/4

99<9<77:;¤ H 78;<<8<:<¤ <<:;;8<¤ _;:89899:<¤ :9;7<7:8::<¤
¦
_77<;987:¤ ;88;7:<:<¤P _:;9;:89;<<¤M 7:7:;<7878<¤J _<;:7<9<¤:<8<7<8
,


P
M
J
8;:78<<< ¤ 79¤ :7¤ _99<¤ 7<¤ _;:7¤;

for 3/4 ? ¢ ? 5/6

=

9<99:¤H 7797<<;8<¤ _8:<8<:<¤ 78:78<¤ _<:7<88<¤
¥
¦
<9<;;77¤ _99<<::<¤P 87;;<;<¤M _<<8;<8::<¤J 8<8:78<¤_;<9;;
,
::<<< ¤ 79¤ :7¤P _99<¤M 7<¤J _;:7¤;

=X

;:<¤ ;7¤P _<898<¤M 7:<¤J _<;7¤9
,
; 79¤ :7¤P _99<¤M 7<¤J _;:7¤;

for 7/8 ? ¢ ? 1.

for 5/6 ? ¢ ? 7/8

The limiting Condorcet efficiency representation S x RS  ¢U of EBR obtained as:
S x RS  ¢U =

=

=

=

=

 89:<¤ <8<<¤P _8787:<¤M 898:<¤J _<:7:<¤898:
,
78< <9¤ 98;<¤P _88<¤M 8::<¤J _:<¤8::

H

 888:<<<¤
¥ ;<<78<9¤ 89<9;77<¤ _;;98<8<¤
¦
_9<<<¤ :77;998¤ <<:<¤M _:<8<¤J 89<¤_
,
78<¤ <9¤ 98;<¤P _88<¤M 8::<¤J _:<¤8::

(22)

for 0 ? ¢ ? 1/4

for 1/4 ? ¢ ? 2/5

H
 _:;98<8<¤ ;7<:<<<¤ _<8<<¤
¥8;<<78<9¤  ;879;77<¤
¦
78;;998¤ 9<9<<<¤P _9787<9<¤M 97;<<<¤J _9:<<<¤8878
,


P
M
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78<¤ <9¤ 98;<¤ _88<¤ 8::<¤ _:<¤8::

for 2/5 ? ¢ ? 1/2

:7;9<9¤H ;98888<¤ _799:;8<¤ ;77:77:<¤ _<<7:<7:;<¤
¥
¦
9<;;77979¤ _;;7;8:<¤P <:;8;8:<¤M _;9;8<¤J 9:;8<¤_87:
,
H 799:<¤ _9;7<<¤ <9<9<<¤ _<:<8<¤ ;<9¤
:;<79¤
78<¨
©
_87:::<¤P ;;8<<¤M _:::<<¤J 7:<¤_
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for 1/2 ? ¢ ? 4/7
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for 4/7 ? ¢ ? 5/8
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¦
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,
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=
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for 5/8 ? ¢ ? 2/3

::9:;<;89¤ H 887798<¤ _89<9:<¤ _8::9:<¤ 897;<¤
¥
¦
_9<<8798;7¤ ;<87<<:<¤P _:9:898<8<:<¤M ::<8;:<¤J _<778<¤:7<9:
,
H 87<¤ _::<::<¤ 899<¤ _8<878<¤
:<8¤
<:<¨
©
7;8¤ _;7<¤P <<<<¤M _98<¤J 7:<¤_97;

for 2/3 ? ¢ ? 7/10

7::99;8¤ H 989:8:<¤ _799797<:<¤ 8:7;97;<<¤ _9;78<978<¤
¥
¦
7;7;98¤ _;:;;:8<¤P <9::9;<¤M _<;8889<¤J 99;;<::<¤_7<<
,
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899<¤ _8<878<¤
7:<¨ :<8¤ 87<¤ _::<::<¤
©
7;8¤ _;7<¤P <<<<¤M _98<¤J 7:<¤_97;
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,
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 899<¤ _8<878<¤
¨ :<8¤ 87<¤ _::<::<¤
©
7;8¤ _;7<¤P <<<<¤M _98<¤J 7:<¤_97;
<8:;<;¤ _;8:<77¤P :<<;9<¤M _:77;9<¤J :;97¤_78
,
:9: 79¤ :7¤P _99<¤M 7<¤J _;:7¤;

for 7/10 ? ¢ ? 8/11
for 8/11 ? ¢ ? 3/4

for 3/4 ? ¢ ? 1.

Computed values of S  RS  ¢U, S }x RS  ¢U and S x RS  ¢U from (20), (21) and (22)
are given in Table 4 for each ¢  0 . 11.
Table 4. Computed values of S
α
0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1

S



RS  ¢U, S }x RS  ¢U and S x RS  ¢U.

RS  ¢U
.88148
.88123
.88032
.87866
.87692
.87831
.88821
.90835
.93630
.96803
1



As expected, we obtain the result that S

S }x RS  ¢U
.88148
.88062
.87745
.87115
.86168
.85219
.84934
.85600
.86837
.87972
.88246



S x RS  ¢U
.91111
.91109
.91097
.91080
.91131
.91483
.92424
.93954
.95894
.97969
1

RS  0U  S }x RS  0U  S }x  

;
7

when

no indifference is allowed. In addition, we observe that S RS  1U  S
RS  1U  1, so
that AV and EBR always elect the Condorcet Winner when preferences are dichotomous. For the three
voting rules under consideration, the Condorcet Efficiency first decreases very slightly as ¢ increases, and
it then consistently increases as ¢ increases.


x

These EIAC results are completely consistent with our earlier observations regarding Condorcet
Efficiency with EIC. In particular, the introduction of any degree of indifference into voters’ preferences
leads to a domination of AV over EPR on the basis of Condorcet Efficiency. However, while AV and
EBR both elect the Condorcet Winner with certainty in the case of completely dichotomous preferences,
scenarios with less than completely dichotomous preferences leads to a domination of EBR over AV on
the basis of Condorcet Efficiency.
8. Conclusion
Results of the study strongly reinforce the conclusion of Diss et al (2010) that the introduction of any
degree of indifference into voters’ preferences gives a definite advantage to AV over both EPR and ENPR
on the basis of Condorcet Efficiency with the EIC model. The same result is now found to be valid when
some degree of dependence is inserted into voters’ preferences with the EIAC model. However, EBR is
found to dominate AV in all cases of EIC and EIAC, except for the scenario in which all voters have
dichotomous preferences, where AV and EBR both elect the CW with certainty.
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